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Docma Freistellen for Photoshop now also as a UXP plugin
Just in time for the release of the new UXP plugin
technology for Photoshop, Picture Instruments was
able to convert the successful Docma
Freistellen extension from the old CEP technology to
UXP. Docma Freistellen is based on the entire expert
knowledge of Olaf Giermann to make the background
removal process in Photoshop easier for you.
New in app plugin in Photoshop
Adobe oﬃcially introduced the new UXP (Unified
Extensibility Platform) technology for Photoshop at
MAX 2020. With this new technology, plugins now
run even more natively in Photoshop. Apart from the
future-oriented technology, plugins are now managed directly in Photoshop and installed
via the Creative Cloud Desktop App. In addition to the new Picture Instrument Toolbox
plugin, the popular Docma Freistellen plugin will also appear just in time for MAX and the
release of Photoshop version 22.
The concentrated knowledge of Photoshop expert Olaf Giermann in one plugin
With the Docma Freistellen plugin you benefit from Olaf's years of experience in removing
backgrounds in Photoshop. Olaf is the editor of the Photoshop expert magazine Docma
for years and is confronted with this topic almost every day. Regardless of whether you
need to remove the background for advertising photography or fantastic digital art is your
passion, with Docma Freistellen we have developed a tool that makes background
removal in Photoshop easier than ever. Even if you are already a pro the Docma
Freistellen plugin will accelerate your workflow and you won't want to work without the
plugin after a short period of use. Docma Freistellen is designed to have quick access to
all the necessary functions and tools for selecting and masking with just one click. So you
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can easily switch back and forth between the useful tools. From the standard tools in the
basic area, to complex channel calculations, to fur and hair brushes, with which you can
easily paint over areas without contrast. Everything is in this plugin!

Free video series for background removal in Photoshop
Olaf Giermann's detailed tutorials about background removal in Photoshop are really
worth seeing. Even if you don't work with our plugin, you benefit from Olaf's in-depth
know-how and can certainly learn a lot. The videos are available free of charge on the
Docma Freistellen product page or the Picture Instruments YouTube channel.
More information:
http://www.pic-in.de/docma-freistellen
Prices and availability:
Docma Freistellen is available as a UXP plugin via the Adobe Creative Cloud Desktop App
and costs $79. The tool is also available as a CEP extension/panel and can be obtained
from the Picture Instruments online shop.
Videos:
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-LZdyv6OQN2ktrYdsebl0LjuPA18Vpk5
Logos / Box-Shots / Screenshots:
Link to the press page: www.picture-instruments.com/company/press.php
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